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performed separately. A nod to many of our ensemble musicians’ humorous 
and playful sides, Lakeshore Rush has programmed the No. 6 Closing move-
ment on several concerts, often preferring to begin a program with it. Originally 
scored for flute, clarinet, French horn, viola, cello, and piano, we adapted it for 
our instrumentation by swapping in violin, saxophone, and percussion. 
 Grammy award-winning American composer Mason Bates (b. 1977) 
composed Life of Birds in 2008 for the Seattle Chamber Players. This piece is 
a charming collection of miniatures that explores different aspects of an avi-
ary. We programmed this piece several times during our first season as an 
ensemble, and chose to use the first movement of this work, Moving Parts, as 
our album title, as the sentiment captures the excitement and challenges of per-
forming as an ensemble without a conductor. 
 Vivian Fine (1913-2000) composed Canticles for Jerusalem, a song cycle 
for soprano and piano, in 1983. She later changed the movement order and 
instrumentation to create her second to last composition titled Canticles from 
the Other Side of the River (1993). Her daughter, Peggy Karp, poses the piece 
as a sound portrait of quite literally “the other side of the river” or the afterlife. 
The work is written for Pierrot plus percussion ensemble (flute, clarinet, vio-
lin, cello, piano, and percussion) and was premiered by the New York Music 
Ensemble in 1994.
 Comprised of four movements, Karp refers to this work as “melancholy” 
and “a remarkable piece in the greater context of her life.” Fine was diagnosed 
with Parkinson’s disease in 1986, but continued doing well for several years 
and kept composing as long as she was able. The movement tempi of this work 
perhaps references nearing the end of her life, and the slowing down of her cre-
ative output: Lento malinconico, Lento, Joyous, and Lento. An intriguing piece 

This recording marks the debut full-length audio publication by Lakeshore Rush, 
a chamber music ensemble based in Chicago. Moving Parts consists of live 
recordings from our previous concert seasons, as well as a collection of studio 
recordings. The composers represented on the album include a vast array of 
musicians, whose pieces span several styles within the contemporary chamber 
music genre. Eight of the composers are American with two representing Brazil 
and Germany, and seven are living composers. Jalbert and Hannau’s composi-
tions were both commissioned by Lakeshore Rush, who gave the Chicago and 
world premieres respectively. Composed in 1993, the release of two move-
ments from Vivian Fine’s Canticles from the Other Side of the River will be the 
first studio recording made available to the public. 
 The Glass and Ryan are the ensemble’s creative reinterpretations of 
pieces that have entered the contemporary cannon, and the Radiohead is an 
arrangement commissioned and performed exclusively by the group. By provid-
ing listeners with a diverse array of works, we seek to bring classical contempo-
rary music to new audiences. 
 A flexible ensemble, Lakeshore Rush consists of flute, clarinet, violin, 
cello, piano, and percussion. We frequently perform together as a sextet, but 
also provide timbre and style variation with smaller groups gleaned from our 
instrumentation. Since our studio recording, we have added saxophonist Amos 
Gillespie as our seventh ensemble member, who also serves as the ensem-
ble’s Composer-in-Residence. Half of the pieces on the album include the full 
ensemble, while the others are duos, trios, and quartets. 
 American composer and pianist Philip Glass (b. 1937) composed 
Glassworks in 1981 as a commission for CBS Records. The six movement work 
totals forty minutes, however, individual movements were also intended to be 



Hamburg Conservatory. Wishing to capitalize on the marketing of his piece, he 
published alternative versions for violin, viola, and piano, and clarinet, cello, and 
piano. This work marks Bruch’s return to chamber music writing, as he had not 
composed any during his previous forty-two years. The clarinet and cello take 
the spotlight, while the piano contributes chiefly as accompaniment. Bruch is 
said to have thought of each movement as a separate unit, and advised against 
musicians performing all eight in one concert program. No. 3 Andante con moto 
is written in C sharp minor and the cello opens the movement with a folk-like 
melody, which contrasts the more lyrical clarinet motive. 
 Brazilian composer, conductor, classical guitarist, and cellist Heitor Villa-
Lobos (1887-1959) is regarded as the best-known South American composer of 
all time. He composed Assobio a Jato (The Jet Whistle) in New York in 1950. 
The title of this work comes from the extended technique on the flute with the 
same name which is employed at the end of the third movement. The combina-
tion of flute and cello is a wonderful concurrence of contrasting instruments and 
timbres. Both serve as equal partners throughout and take turns as lead voice 
and accompaniment. The more driving outer movements contrast with the slow, 
moody Adagio second movement. A cornerstone of the flute and cello duo 
repertoire, we have enjoyed sharing this piece with audiences at the National 
Flute Association Convention in San Diego and the Texas Music Educators 
Association Conference in San Antonio, among others. 
 Lakeshore Rush commissioned Jonathan Hannau (b. 1989) to write 
Isolated Houses in 2015. After musing on the challenges of finding performance 
spaces with reliable pianos and the restrictions of transporting lots of percus-
sion instruments, we had the whimsical idea of asking composers to write 
works for tiny instruments: piccolo, E-flat clarinet, child-sized violin and cello, 

totaling about sixteen minutes, it represents a rewardingly complex chamber 
work for our full instrumentation.
 Trio for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano (1996) by Italian-American composer 
Gian Carlo Menotti (1911-2007) was written for the Verdehr Trio, an ensemble 
in residence at Michigan State University for forty-three years. Menotti studied 
at the Curtis Institute and is most well-known for his operas, of which he wrote 
twenty-five. This work is an example of a piece written for a seemingly non-
traditional chamber trio that through many commissions has created a new 
mainstream classical genre. Romanza is a forlorn, lyrical second movement, 
and was the first movement Menotti wrote, premiered along with the first  
movement, at the Spoleto Festival in Italy.    
 Pierre Jalbert (b. 1967) was commissioned by the Flute Clarinet Duos 
Consortium to compose Triple Set in 2015. Lakeshore Rush was a member of 
the seventeen-member consortium, and happily gave the Chicago premiere in 
December 2016 at the Fine Arts Building in Chicago. Flutist Leone Buyse and 
clarinetist Michael Webster, Jalbert’s colleagues at Rice University, convinced 
him to write the piece. Driving is a thrilling first movement that features the 
flute and clarinet beginning in rhythmic unison, then taking turns with solos that 
are juxtaposed by syncopated accompaniment by the other instruments. The 
second movement, Still, has the marking “Timeless” and very slowly reveals 
its musical ideas. The last movement, Relentless, acts as a quick 6/8 scherzo 
that drives persistently to the end of the piece, being only interrupted briefly by 
cadenza-like passages between the flute and clarinet duo. 
 German Romantic composer Max Bruch (1838-1920) wrote over 200 
works and his Eight Pieces for Clarinet, Viola (Violoncello), and Piano (1910) 
was written for his son Max Felix, a theory instructor and clarinetist at the 



sion ensemble, and also with the addition of saxophone. All musicians read off 
of the piano score, and take turns improvising over the pianist’s incessant line. 
Minimalistic ostinato gestures pervade this exciting work that both washes over 
and draws the listener in. 
 Videotape was written in 2007 by Radiohead and arranged by our first 
percussionist Dane Crozier for our ensemble in 2015. The original work was 
released on the album In Rainbows as the last track, clocking in at ten minutes. 
Our abridged version preserves the intoxicating syncopated rhythms, plaintive 
clarinet melody as the “voice” of Thom Yorke, and supportive harmonic texture 
provided by the rest of the ensemble. Many of our ensemble members and fans 
have an appreciation of Radiohead’s music, and we have enjoyed adding this 
cover to our performances over the years. 
 We hope this recording provides listeners with a unique experience and 
introduces the public to new music in both accessible and joyful ways.

— Erin K. Murphy

toy piano, and glockenspiel. Hannau was up to the challenge and produced this 
set of intriguing miniatures. Before the world premiere at the New Music School 
in downtown Chicago, he wrote, “To keep to the idea of miniatures I will keep 
these program notes at a small scale as well (harhar). To put it simply, Isolated 
Houses is inspired by images of tiny little homes alone in vast landscapes taken 
over by nature. There was something beautiful and tranquil but also slightly 
unsettling about these small cottages and I set out to portray them accordingly. 
Each movement utilizes certain sounds that attempt to evoke these images, 
and although much of it is calm throughout, there is always an underlying strain 
in the music...” He provided us with the images that inspired this work, which 
we projected during our live performances. 
 Chicago composer Beth Bradfish (b. 1948) wrote Curved Silence for 
our ensemble to premiere as part of our collaboration with the Chicago 
Composers’ Consortium. We performed the work at Roosevelt University’s 
Ganz Hall in 2018, and Bradfish later contacted us to studio record her piece. 
Curved Silence was inspired by painter Anna Kunz’s watercolor Scores, and is 
Bradfish’s synesthetic response to the work. Our recording was then used as 
part of an art installation at Chicago’s Cultural Center where a visitor could sit in 
an electrified chair and feel the vibrations of the sound waves while listening to 
her composition. During the summer of 2021, we commissioned videographers 
to create a music video using this work, which will be released on digital plat-
forms in 2022. 
 Composer, conductor, producer, and educator Bill Ryan (b. 1968) is a 
professor at Grand Valley State University in Michigan. Ryan composed Blurred 
in 2003, and the ensemble has adapted this work for our flexible and changing 
instrumentation. We have performed it both with a standard Pierrot plus percus-



as part of their 2017 call for scores international competition. The concert fea-
turing Amos Gillespie and members of C3 took place at Roosevelt University’s 
Ganz Hall. Their collaboration with Amos Gillespie continues through the pres-
ent season, with past performances of his works at the Fulton Street Collective, 
New Music Chicago Impromptu Fest at Guarneri Hall, and PianoForte Studios. 
Recent performances have taken place at Constellation, Garfield Park 
Conservatory, Thirsty Ears Festival, Chicago Cultural Center, St. Charles Public 
Library, PianoForte Studios, and the Avaloch Farm Music Institute in New 
Hampshire. More information can be found at www.lakeshorerush.org. 

THE PERFORMERS
Lakeshore Rush comprises a collection of extraordinary musicians from 
Chicago who are delighting audiences of all ages with riveting contemporary 
and classical standards and forgotten masterpieces, characterized by program-
matic innovation, synergistic collaborative partnerships, and intimate perfor-
mances. Co-founded by clarinetist Laura McLaughlin and flutist Erin Murphy in 
2014, Lakeshore Rush has since premiered new works by Beth Bradfish, Griffin 
Candey, Yong Mee Choi, Amos Gillespie, Jonathan Hannau, Joshua Hintze, 
Pierre Jalbert, Laura Schwendinger, and Roger Zare.
 Lakeshore Rush takes its name from a previously endangered lakeshore 
grass that has recently revitalized Lake Michigan’s shores in Chicago. Like 
the renewal of this plant, the resurgence of contemporary classical music has 
taken root and flourished in Chicago’s music culture. Indeed, just off Chicago’s 
Magnificent Mile, one need only stroll along Rush Street and Lake Shore Drive 
to experience the energy which motivates and exhilarates the musicians of 
Lakeshore Rush.
 Their inaugural 2014-2015 season included performances in the Chicago 
Symphony Center as part of Meritfest, the George Crumb Festival at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, PianoForte Studios in Chicago, the Chicago 
Center for Music Education, and Chicago’s Fine Arts Building. Outreach pro-
grams include performances, masterclasses, and reading sessions at Lawrence 
Conservatory in Wisconsin, the University of Illinois – Chicago, and Merit 
School of Music. In 2016 Lakeshore Rush presented an innovative program 
including compositions for tiny instruments commissioned by the ensemble. 
In the following season, they were invited to collaborate with the Chicago 
Composers’ Consortium to select and prepare new pieces for Pierrot ensemble 
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  Philip Glass
  Glassworks 
 1 VI. Closing [6:25]

  Mason Bates
  Life of Birds
 2 I. Moving Parts [1:00]
 3 IV. On a Wire: Mating Dance [2:17]

  Vivian Fine
  Canticles from the Other Side of the River
 4 I. Lento [4:40]
 5 II. Joyous [1:33]

  Gian Carlo Menotti
  Trio for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano
 6 II. Romanza [5:36]

  Pierre Jalbert
  Triple Set
 7 I. Driving [3:22]
 8 II. Still [4:18]
 9 III. Relentless [3:38]

 

  Max Bruch
   Eight Pieces for Clarinet, Viola (Violoncello), 

and Piano, Op. 83
 10 III. Andante con moto [4:02]

  Heitor Villa-Lobos
  Assobio a Jato (The Jet Whistle)
 11 I. Allegro non troppo [2:12]
 12 II. Adagio [2:51]
 13 III. Vivo [5:17]

  Jonathan Hannau
  Isolated Houses
 14 I. House on the Water [1:55]
 15 II. House in the Forest [1:18]
 16 III. House in the Field [2:19]
 17 IV. House in the Desert [0:50]
 18 V. House in the Tundra [1:54]
 19 VI. House in the World of Yves Tanguy [0:27]

  Beth Bradfish
 20 Curved Silence [9:10]

  Bill Ryan
 21 Blurred [8:07]

  Radiohead, arr. Dane Crozier [5:12]
 22 Videotape

  Total Time = 73:11
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Christopher Ferrer, cello: tracks 1-5, 10-22
Amos Gillespie, saxophone: tracks 1, 21
 Josh Graham, percussion: tracks 1, 21 
Dane Crozier, percussion: tracks 4-5, 22
John Corkill, percussion: track 20 
Elena Doubovitskaya, piano: tracks 1, 4-10, 14-22
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